Using cognitive intelligence to analyze and
help reduce external spend
What was at stake?
A global beverage manufacturer sought better visibility
into external spend and associated opportunities as it
found itself under severe margin pressure due to:

its core product offerings
had become increasingly
commoditized

the industry’s production efficiency
gains caused product supply to far
outpace consumer demand

Where Deloitte stepped in.
As part of a rapid cost
transformation initiative
designed to deliver a cost
savings impact, Deloitte
helped the company
apply advanced cognitive
technologies to classify
and analyze millions of
purchase transactions.

Deloitte’s machine learning- and advanced pattern recognition-enabled
CognitiveSpend tool helped:

Classify more than 98% of the
transactions through automation, by
spend category, supplier, geography, and
time period (and identified and created
data categories it had not seen before)

Inputs

Complete the task in just 2–3
weeks (rather than the 6–8 weeks
that would typically be needed)
with a 40,000 transactions/
minute processing speed

Reporting

Cognitive
classiﬁcation engine

Breakdown of spend by category,
geography, and time period integration
with S&P platform (e.g., GSI, D-Ice)

Category classiﬁcation

Automated, intelligent,
and industry agnostic
classiﬁcation capability

Standard taxonomy

Standard and customizable
classiﬁcation categories to provide
detailed spend breakdown

to executive team

Processing capabilities

Spend data

Accounts payable,
expenses, and purchase
order ﬂat ﬁle data

Provide improved

visibility into key
spend categories

Spend insights

Report based on historical
trends and benchmarks, and predictive
capabilities leveraging third-party data

Tool training/
user feedback

Feedback via internal
tool portal

Other enrichment data

Internal proprietary data (e.g.,
category benchmarks), client (e.g.,
vendor master), and third-party data
(e.g., commodity projections)

M ac

hin e le a rnin

g

Tool is continuously
learning as it receives
user feedback

Custom queries

Ability to pull Excel reports with
desired ﬁelds, and dynamic internal
visualization functionality

The result.
The executive team generated deep insights about the company’s external spend, including identifying
purchase price variance across suppliers and locations, which helped the beverage manufacturer drive
targeted cost actions to improve its external spend efficiency, eliminate waste, and
increase its purchasing power through supply consolidation.

Contact us.
Explore additional examples of digital margin improvement in action in Deloitte’s Global Cost
Survey Report and contact us to discuss implications for your organization.
www.deloitte.com/us/thriveglobal
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